Super Sporter Series
THE INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION STANDARD TRAP USED
BY THE WORLD’S TOP SHOOTING FACILITIES
Promatic’s Super Sporter series of traps are the international
competition standard used by the world’s top shooting grounds. Our
simple, efficient design uses the finest components and alloys
available to deliver unbeatable performance and versatility in a
rugged heavy-duty package. The series is full featured, including
throwing distances to 120 plus yards, elevation back to 70 degrees for
near vertical
targets, and the ability to lean the machine over to throw curling
clays.
This top-of-the-line trap works day after day, year after year,
withstanding weather extremes from -30º winters of Moscow to the
oppressive heat of a Texas summer and the harshness of sitting atop a
tower in the wilds of Scotland.
The Super Sporter 8 holds 400 clays and is available in a standard or
midi carousel. A mini carousel model is also available.
Our Super Sporter Left Hand model uses negative curl to throw a completely different flight
profile and is available in a standard or midi carousel.








8 stack — 400 capacity
10 stack — 500 capacity
Accuracy to international competition standard
1.5 seconds re-cocking time
120 plus yard throwing distance
Alloy body with stainless steel
throwing plate
Proven “Knife Edge” system to feed
wet or frozen clays without failure
OPTION

Tilt Base set in
Teal Position
(up to 70° vertical )
Shown on optional T-Cart
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Footswitch







Left Handed model for Super
Sporter 8 Std or Midi
Mini version available
Powered by 12v battery or optional
110v transformer
Comes with 162’ release cable, quality release switch and comprehensive owners manual
Lifetime warranty on the clutch and
one-way bearing; 3 year warranty on
all other parts

DESCRIPTION
Ideal for solo use as it allows the shooter to release targets while keeping both hands
on the gun. It is a heavy duty unit designed to take field use.

Extension Cable 162' extension cable for increased distance between the shooter and trap.
Radio Release
Systems

Say goodbye to trailing wires and allow for quick course changes. High efficiency
units allow for wireless use of any Promatic launcher.
Great for solo shooting. Short cable fits between the trap and a standard release,
footswitch, or radio release. 2.5 second delay between pressing fire and the trap
Pro-Delay Cable release. Press twice to get a following pair; up to 6 times for a mini flurry. Simple,
waterproof, no batteries or wiring.
Cart

This 2 wheel cart with pin-hitch connection makes any sporting Promatic machine fully
portable. Includes battery mount and 12" solid rubber tires.

Solar Panel

Harness the power of the sun to maintain the charge in your battery for continued
shooting for days without the worry of the battery losing charge.

Transformer

Add our transformer to run your machine on either 110v electricity or 12v DC power.
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Also in the Super Sporter series are the Super Sporter 8 Wobble
and Super Sporter 10 Wobble. These traps are available with all
the features of our smaller wobble machines in a high performance, heavy-duty package.
Both traps have 7 elevation angle settings and 9 rotation
angle settings and are available with hard-wired or radiooperated inching controls; making them a great coaching
tool.
Each machine features a built-in timer to stop the
oscillation motors once shooting has finished extending battery life between charges.
The Super Sporter 10 Wobble has a 500 Clay capacity,
making it the perfect machine for tower applications.

The Super Sporter 8 Battue is based on the Super Sporter
for maximum performance. It throws Battues further, faster
and at better angles than any other machine you can buy.
Just like its smaller brothers, it will throw the Battue targets
either right side up or upside down without any additional
adjustments required.

HINTS AND TIPS

COURSE DESIGN
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The Super Sporter is an incredibly flexible machine for target setters. The
spring has tremendous power and is
precisely adjustable. This allows you
to set the fastest targets possible or a
slow curler while maintaining complete
consistency of speed and length for
each target. Couple this with the tilt
base and ultra quick re-cocking, and
you have the perfect competition
machine.

